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Gowers’ analysis of the combinatorial content of his celebrated dicho-
tomy for infinite-dimensional separable Banach spaces [7] led him to the
formulation of the property of being weakly Ramsey applied to sets of block
bases, a combinatorial notion related to the classical Ramsey property for
infinite sets of positive integers.
Let [N]| be the set of all infinite sets of positive integers. With the
natural topology induced by the Cantor space via characteristic functions,
[N]| is a Polish space. A subset _[N]| is Ramsey if there exists
A # [N]| such that either [A]|_ or [A]| & _=<, where [A]| is
the set of all infinite subsets of A. The famous GalvinPrikry theorem
asserts that every Borel subset of [N]| is Ramsey ([4]) or, equivalently,
that every Borel map from [N]| into a finite space is constant on a cube
[A]|.
Silver [17] shows that, in fact, all analytic subsets of [N]|, i.e., the con-
tinuous images of Borel sets, are Ramsey. A simpler, more combinatorial
proof is given by Ellentuck [3]. The Ramsey property for more complex
subsets of [N]| turns out to depend essentially on the axioms of set
theory. Thus, for instance, while Go del’s axiom of constructibility implies
that some continuous image of a co-analytic set is not Ramsey (see [9]),
Martin’s axiom implies that all such sets are Ramsey [17]. Furthermore,
large-cardinal axioms, or determinacy axioms, imply that all projective, or
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even all sets definable from real numbers and ordinals are Ramsey (see
[10]).
If we view Ramsey properties as asserting that certain functions from a
suitable space into a finite set are constant on a nice subset (e.g., a cube),
then many fundamental questions in the geometry of infinite-dimensional
Banach spaces are of a Ramsey type (see Odell’s survey article [16]). In
this paper we shall be concerned with the following: If X is an infinite-
dimensional and separable Banach space with a fixed basis, let B1 (X) be
the set of all normalized block bases of X (see the definitions below). Then
B1 (X), with a natural topology, is a Polish space. Thus, similarly as in the
classical case with [N]|, we can ask for a given subset _ of B1 (X) whether
it is Ramsey, i.e., whether we can find a (closed infinite-dimensional) block
subspace Y of X such that, up to perturbations, either none of its block
subspaces is in _ or all of them are.
Gowers [6] showed that this is indeed the case for c0 , provided _ is an
open set (and up to a perturbation), but it fails for arbitrary Banach
spaces. In fact, for this to hold, the space X must contain c0 (see [15]).
Thus, one cannot prove that for all Banach spaces X, all open subsets of
B1 (X) are Ramsey (even allowing for perturbations). Nevertheless, Gowers
introduced a weaker notion, that of being weakly Ramsey, for which one
can prove similar results as for the classical Ramsey property and which is
sufficient for proving Gowers’ dichotomy. Indeed, assuming all G$ subsets
of B1 (X) are weakly Ramsey, a short and simple argument proves Gowers’
dichotomy for X (a sketch of the proof appears in [6], and a detailed one
is included in Section 4 below for the convenience of the reader). Gowers’
new notion of a weakly Ramsey set has not only proved to be an extremely
useful concept for the study of the structure of the infinite-dimensional sub-
spaces of a given Banach space, but also, due to its combinatorial nature,
it has opened up the possibility of successfully applying the powerful
techniques of infinitary Ramsey theory to well-known problems in the
theory of Banach spaces.
A proof by Gowers that all open subsets of B1 (X) are weakly Ramsey,
using arguments reminiscent of the NashWilliams’ proof of the Ramsey
property for open subsets of [N]|, has been circulating among the
cognoscenti, although it has not been published. In the preprint [6] a dif-
ferent argument is provided, together with a generalization, in the vein of
Silver’s proof for the classical case, to all analytic sets. However, the
preprint contained some technical errors which have been subsequently
corrected by Gowers in the revised version [8]. In Section 2 we give a
proof that all analytic sets are weakly Ramsey which uses two main techni-
cal devices: First, we define, inspired by Mathias’ partial ordering [14], a
family of partial orderings which are used to generate, through the use
of dense sets and generic filters, block subspaces with specific properties.
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The second key ingredient is the use of 2-covers, which turn infinitary
arguments involving block bases into finitary ones. Thus, we make use of
set-theoretical arguments which have the technical advantage that they can
be generalized in a natural way to prove much stronger results.
In this paper we redefine the notion of a weakly Ramsey set by intro-
ducing a new kind of game, which we think is the natural one since both
players play the same kind of objects, and we prove that it is equivalent to
the original game of [6]. We give a detailed proof that all open subsets of
B1 (X) are weakly Ramsey; we provide a complete proof that all analytic
subsets are weakly Ramsey and, using some additional set-theoretical
hypotheses, which are necessary, we generalize the result to all continuous
images of co-analytic sets. Similarly to the classical Ramsey property case,
and due to the use of set-theoretical techniques, essentially the same
arguments that we use for the analytic case may be adapted to lift up the
results to much more complex sets using strong set-theoretical hypotheses.
For instance, assuming the axiom of projective determinacy all projective
sets are weakly Ramsey. This and related results, which require quite
sophisticated techniques from set theory, are included in [1].
We want to remark that, although some of the basic ideas in our
approach come from set theory, no set theory other than some very well-
known basic concepts are assumed in this paper, and as such the paper is
accessible to Banach space theorists. We have also included some basic
results in Banach space theory to make the paper readable to set-theorists.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we introduce the
fundamental notions and prove some basic facts that will be used in
the subsequent sections. In particular we redefine the notion of a weakly
Ramsey set and show how it relates to the old one. Section 2 contains a proof
that all analytic subsets of B1 (X) are weakly Ramsey, preceded by a com-
plete proof for the open case. In Section 3 we prove, by extending the
methods of the previous section and using a form of Martin’s axiom, that
all continuous images of co-analytic sets are weakly Ramsey. Some applica-
tions of these results are contained in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5,
we show that under Martin’s axiom there are sets that are not weakly
Ramsey.
We are grateful to A. R. D. Mathias for making Gowers’ preprint [6]
available to us, and to Charles Morgan for reading an earlier version of
this paper and making useful remarks. We thank B. Velic kovic for calling
our attention to the fact that our game is equivalent to the original game
of Gowers’. We are specially indebted to W. T. Gowers for sending us some
of his unpublished work and for his comments on previous versions of this
paper. Finally, we thank the referee for the careful reading of the paper and
for providing very useful remarks which have greatly improved its presen-
tation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We are only interested in infinite-dimensional and separable Banach
spaces. So, for the rest of the paper a Banach space will always be assumed
to be infinite-dimensional and separable without further comment. Also, a
subspace of a given Banach space will always be assumed to be closed.
Definition 1. Let X(=(X, & }&)) be a (separable) Banach space over
K # [C, R]. A sequence (xn)n # X| is a Schauder basis if for every x # X
there exists a unique (*n)n # K| such that x=n1 *nxn .
We say that (xn)n is a basic sequence iff (xn)n is a Schauder basis for the
closed linear span of (xn)n , i.e., the closure of the subspace generated by
[xn | n1].
A classical result, already known to Banach, is that every Banach space
contains a basic sequence (see [12]). Thus, although it is not always the
case that X contains a Schauder basis, for our purposes we can always
assume, by dropping to a subspace when necessary, that X has a Schauder
basis.
Definition 2. Let (en)n be a Schauder basis of X. The basis constant
of (en)n , is C=supn1 &pn&, where pn : X  X is defined by pn (i=1 * iei)
=ni=1 * iei . (C is well defined. See [12].)
Proposition 1.1. Suppose that (en)n is a normalized Schauder basis of
X, with basis constant C. Let x=n=1 *nen be a normalized vector. Then
for every n1, |*n |2C.
Proof. |*n+1 |=&*n+1en+1&=&pn+1 (x)& pn (x)&2C. K
Definition 3. Let (en)n be a Schauder basis of X. We will always
assume that &en &=1. Let x # X, x=n=1 *nen . We define the support of
x, supp x :=[n # | | *nO]. A block vector is a normalized vector with
finite support. Suppose that x, y are two block vectors. We write x< y if
max supp x<min supp y. We say that ( yn)n is a block basic sequence (with
respect to (en)n) iff every yn has finite support and for every n1,
yn< yn+1 . For conciseness, we sometimes refer to block basic sequences
simply as block sequences or block bases.
Let B1 (X) be the set of normalized block basic sequences of X(with
respect to the fixed basis (en)n). Whenever it is clear from the context we
will write B1 instead of B1 (X).
For notational efficiency, we sometimes identify a block basic sequence
with the subspace it generates. Thus, we use upper-case letters A, B, Y, Z, ...
to refer to normalized block basic sequences as well as the corresponding
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subspaces. We reserve the lower-case letters s, t, ... for finite segments of
normalized block basic sequences and the corresponding subspaces (we
refer to those as finite block basic sequences). Also, for a finite sequence s,
we will write |s| for the cardinality of s.
Fix a Banach space X.
For a and b finite or infinite block basic sequences, we define:
(1) aPb iff ab (as subspaces). aPb is equivalent to saying that a
is a block sequence of b. Note that P is a transitive relation. So, the strict
relation aOb iff aPb and a{b is a strict partial ordering. Also note that
if s, t are finite block basic sequences and sOt, then |s|<|t|.
(2) YP* Z iff there exists n0 so that ( yn)nn0 PZ, where Y=( yn)n .
(3) For a finite block sequence s=(x1 , ..., xk), define Y"s=( yn)nm ,
where m is the least such that max supp xk<min supp ym . Note that if s is
an initial segment of Y then Y"s is exactly the set-theoretical difference
between ( yn)n and (x1 , ..., xk).
(4) Y  n=( y1 , ..., yn) and Y"n=( yk)k>n . Also, for a sequence 2=
($k)k>0, define 2"n=($k)k>n .
(5) [Z] :=[Y | YPZ], and Y #* [Z] iff YP* Z. If s=(x1 , ..., xn),
then we will write [x1 , ..., xn] for [t | tP (x1 , ..., xn)].
(6) For s, A define
[s; A]=[Y # B1 | there is n such that Y  n=s and Y"sPA].
Note that [s; A]=[s; (A"s)].
(7) [Y]<|=[sPYs is finite] _ [<].
(8) y # a means that y is not only a vector in a has finite support.
(9) For a=(xn)n , b=( yn)n such that |a|= |b|, and 2=($n)n , define
d(a, b)2 iff for every n, &xn& yn&$n .
And supp a=supp b means that for every n, supp xn=supp yn .
Proposition 1.2. Suppose that (en)n has basis constant C. Then for every
( yn)n # [X], ( yn)n has basis constant KC.
Definition 4. Given Y # B1 and _B1 , we define the ( finite-dimen-
sional) game _ [Y] as follows: There are two players, I, and II. I always
plays a block vector of Y, and II can play either a block vector of Y or 0,
the latter denoting that II does not play any vector at that moment. The
game starts with I playing a block vector x (1)1 # Y, to which II responds by
playing either a (block) vector y1 # [x (1)1 ] or 0. If II plays a vector, then the
game restarts with I playing a vector x (2)1 # Y. However, if II plays 0, then
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I must play a vector x (1)2 >x
(1)
1 , and so on. It is also required that if yn and
ym are vectors played by II and n<m, then yn< ym . Thus, the game looks
like
I
II } }
x (1)1
0
} } }
} } }
x (1)n1&1
0
x (1)n1 ;
y1
x (2)1
0
} } }
} } }
x (2)n2&1
0
x (2)n2 ;
y1
} } }
} } }
,
where y1 # span(x (1)1 , ..., x
(1)
n1
), y2 # span(x (2)1 , ..., x
(2)
n2
), ... II wins the game if
he or she produces a sequence ( yn)n # _ (the 0 plays are deleted).
Otherwise (i.e., if II does not produce an infinite sequence, or if ( yn)n  _)
I wins.
We define the notion of a strategy for this game. So, let A be the set of
all block vectors, plus 0, and consider the following tree TA<| (= set of
finite sequences of elements of A) ordered by extension. T is the set of all
possible finite runs of the game, and it is defined recursively in the length
of the run: Suppose (x1 , ..., xn) have been played,
(1) n even: We have to define all the possible moves for I. If xn {0,
then any block vector y # X is permitted; otherwise, I must choose a block
vector y # X such that xn&1< y.
(2) n odd: We define all possible moves for II. Let m be the maxi-
mum of [2k | x2k {0] if such exists, and 0 otherwise. Then we can extend
(x1 , ..., xn) with any block vector y # [xk]k odd, k>m such that y>xm or
with 0.
The infinite branches of T are the complete runs of the game _ [X]. Let
Tn be the set of finite runs of size n. A strategy for I in X is a map
S: n T2n  X such that for every n, and every s # T2n , sS(s) # T2n+1 .
A strategy for II in X is a map S: n T2n+1  X _ [0] such that for
every n, and every s # T2n+1 , sS(s) # T2n+1 .
A strategy S for II is non-trivial if for any n and any r # T2n+1 there is
some mn and t$ # T2m+1 such that S(t$){0. I.e., if II plays according to
S, then he or she always produces an infinite block sequence.
A strategy S for I or II is a winning strategy if whenever I (II) plays
according to S, then I (II) wins the game.
Definition 5. Given a strategy S for I in X, we say that a sequence of
block vectors and 0’s (q1 , ..., qn) is coherent with S iff (q1 , ..., qn) is a
sequence played by II in a finite run of the game in which I plays according
to S, i.e., the sequence (of vectors and 0’s) appearing in the even places of
some sequence (x1 , ..., xm) # T such that for every km if k is even, then
xk+1=S(x1 , ..., xk). A finite block sequence ( y1 , ..., yn) is coherent with S
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if there is a finite sequence of integers (m1 , ..., mn) such that ( 0
(m1)
, y1 , 0
(m2)
,
y2 , ..., 0
(mn)
, yn) is coherent with S.
An infinite block sequence ( yn)n is coherent with S iff for every n,
( y1 , ..., yn) is coherent. For a sequence Y coherent with S, let S*Y be the
sequence of vectors played by I following the strategy S against Y.
For a strategy S for II in X and a sequence of block vectors (x1 , ..., xn)
(not necessarily a block sequence), the definition of being coherent with S
is analogous, replacing I for II and even for odd.
The following is a useful fact:
Proposition 1.3. Suppose that II has a winning strategy for the game
_ [Y] and ZP* Y. Then II has also a winning strategy for the game
_ [Z].
Proof. Suppose that S is a winning strategy for II in the game _ [Y].
Define the following winning strategy for II in the game _ [Z]: II will
keep playing 0 until I is forced to play some vector in Y. After this, II will
resume playing according to S. K
Given a and b, either finite or infinite block basic sequences, we write
a<b iff for every x # a and y # b, x< y. Note that a<b implies that a is
finite.
For s<t and s<A, let st and sA be the concatenation of s with t and
of s with A, respectively.
Finally we define, for s # [X]<|, the game s_[Y]: It is a game played
in Y"s, and if II produces Z, then he or she wins iff sZ # _.
We can consider two natural topologies on B1 :
(1) The N-topology: The topology inherited from X|, where X has
the norm topology and X| the product topology. Note that X| is a Polish
space.
(2) The D-topology: The topology inherited from X|, where X has
the discrete topology and X| the product topology.
Proposition 1.4. B1 X
| is N-closed. As a consequence, it is a Polish
space.
Proof. We use the fact that en : X  K, en (k=1 *k ek) = *n , are
continuous functionals. Suppose that Yn=( y (n)k )k wwn   Z=(zk)k , where
Yn # B1 . We need to show that Z # B1 . First of all, note that for every k,
&zk&=1. Also, by continuity of ek , if l # supp zk , then there is n0 such that
for every nn0 , l # supp y (n)k . Now, it is easy to show that for every k,
zk<zk+1 . K
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Subsets of Polish spaces can be classified according to their topological
complexity. This yields the so-called projective (or Lusin) hierarchy of
classes (see [11]). We shall use the following (standard) notation: 7t
1
1 is the
class of analytic sets, i.e., the continuous images of Borel sets. 6t
1
1 is the
class of co-analytic sets, i.e., the complements of analytic sets. 7t
1
n+1 is the
class of the continuous images of 6t
1
n sets, and 6t
1
n+1 is the class of com-
plements of 7t
1
n+1 sets. The projective sets are the sets that belong to one
of the projective classes.
Let N be the Baire space: The space of infinite sequences of positive
integers. N is homeomorphic to the irrationals. Every analytic set in a
Polish space is the continuous image of N (see [11]).
The following partial ordering will play a key role in our arguments:
Definition 6. Given Y # B1 , let P=P(Y) be the following partial
ordering: Elements of P are pairs (s, A), where s and A are block sequences
of Y, s finite and A infinite, and such that s<A.
The ordering is given by: (s, A)(t, B) iff t is a subsequence of s, APB,
and s"t # [B]. (Note that this implies t is an initial segment of s).
We say that (s, A) and (t, B) are compatible (written (s, A) & (t, B)) iff
there exists (u, C)(s, A), (t, B). Note that if (s, A) & (t, B) then st or
ts and if st, then t"s # [A].
A subset DP is dense iff for every p # P there exists q # D such that
qp.
Let D be a set of dense subsets of P. We say that GP is a D-generic
filter iff it is a filter, i.e.,
(1) p # G and qp implies q # G, and
(2) for every p, q # G, there exists r # G such that rp, q,
and is D-generic. i.e., for every D # D, D & G{<.
Given G a D-generic filter, for some D, we define the D-generic block
sequence YG as YG= (s, A) # G s. (Notice that it is a, possibly finite, block
sequence because G is a filter.) YG is an infinite sequence iff for every m
there is (sm , Am) # G such that |sm |m.
Proposition 1.5. Suppose that Y=YG for some filter G. Then for every
(s, A) # G, YP* A.
Proof. Suppose that Y=( yn)n and (s, A) # G. By definition of Y,
s=( y1 , ..., yk) is an initial segment of Y. Then, for every n>k there is
(sn , An) # G such that yn # sn"s. But since (s, A) & (sn , An), we have
sn"s # [A]. K
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Proposition 1.6. For every D, a countable set of dense subsets of P, and
every (s, A) # P, there exists a D-generic filter containing (s, A).
Proof. If D=[Dn]n , build a chain (s, A)(s0 , A0)(s1 , A1) } } } 
(sn , An) } } } , so that (sn , An) # Dn . Then G=[(t, B) | (sn , An)(t, B) for
some n] is D-generic. K
Example 1.1. The sets Dn=[(s, A) | |s|n] are dense. By Proposition
1.6, there is a [Dn]n-generic filter G. It is easy to show that YG is an infinite
block sequence.
Definition 7. Given s and 2=($n)n>0, we say that a set [t1 , ..., tk]
[s] is a 2-cover of [s] iff for every t # [s] there exists 1ik such that
supp ti=supp t and d (t, ti)2 (this means that if t=( y1 , ..., ym) and
ti=(z1 , ..., zm), then for every 1 jm, d( yj , zj)$j and supp yj=
supp zj).
Also, for $>0, a set [ y1 , ..., yn]s is a $-cover of s iff for every y # s
there is 1ik such that supp y=supp yi and d( y, yi)$.
Note that whereas 2-covers are sets of finite block basic sequences,
$-covers are just sets of normalized vectors with finite support. Note also
that all these covers are finite sets.
Proposition 1.7. For every s=(x1 , ..., xn), 2>0, and $>0 there is a
2-cover of [s] and a $-cover of s.
Proof. The reason is that elements of block sequences of [s] are
living in the unit sphere of the space generated by [x1 , ..., xn], which is
compact. K
Example 1.2. Given s=(x1 , ..., xn) and $>0, we give an example of a
$-cover of s in the case of real Banach spaces (the complex case is similar)
with a Schauder basis (en)n , and basis constant C: Define for every
1kn, $$k=$(C2k+1), and let Mk be the smallest positive integer such
that 1(1+$$k)Mk<$$k 2. Note that 2C>2C(1+$$k )>2C((1+$$k)2)> } } }
>2C((1+$$k)Mk), and that 2C((1+$$k) l)&2C((1+$$k) l+1)<$2k. For
1kn let
L($, k)={\2C, \ 2C1+$$k , \
2C
(1+$$k)2
, ..., \
2C
(1+$$k)Mk
, 0= .
Let V be the set of vectors nk=1 f (k) xk such that for every k,
f (k) # F($, k). Then C($, s)=[ y&y&| y # V] is a $-cover of s: For suppose
that x # s, x=nk=1 *k xk . For every 1kn such that *k {0, let
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f (k) # L($, k)"[0] be such that |*k& f (k)|$2k+1, and let f (k)=0 if
*k=0. Let y=nk=1 f (k) xk . Then supp y=supp x and
&x& y&=" :
n
k=1
(*k& f (k)) xk" :
n
k=1
$
2k+1
=
$
2
.
Now, it is easy to show that if v1 , v2 # X, v1 {0 are such that &v2&=1, and
&v1&v2&#, then &v1&v1 &v1& &#. So,
"x& y&y&"&x& y&+" y&
y
&y&"
$
2
+
$
2
=$.
And the set *(2, s) of block sequences (z1 , ..., zk) of s such that
zj # C(min[$1 , ..., $ j], s) is an example of a 2-cover of [s].
Note that this example guarantees the following fact: Suppose that s is
an initial segment of t. Then *(2, s)=*(2, t) & [t]. We will use this fact in
Definition 15.
Definition 8. Let 2=($n)n>0, and _B1 . Then we define
_2=[(xn)n | d((xn)n , ( yn)n)2 for some ( yn)n # _].
Definition 9. A set _B1 is large in [Y] iff for every ZPY there
exists Z$PZ such that Z$ # _. _ is large in [s; A] iff for every ZPA, there
exists Z$PZ such that sZ$ # _.
We finally come to the main notion of a weakly Ramsey set:
Definition 10. Let 2>0. A set _B1 is 2-weakly Ramsey iff there
exists Y # B1 such that either [Y] & _=< or II has a winning strategy for
the game _2[Y]. _ is weakly Ramsey iff it is 2-weakly Ramsey for every
2>0. Notice that without loss of generality we can always assume that 2
is decreasing and 2<1.
Note that saying that _ is 2-weakly Ramsey is equivalent to saying that
if _ is large (in X), then there is some X such that II has a winning strategy
for the game _2[X].
We note that this notion of weakly Ramsey differs from the original one
in [6]. We use a different kind of game, which we find more natural in this
context. Indeed, in our game the two players play the same kind of objects,
i.e., vectors, and, if needed, as in the generalizations [1] and counter-
examples (see Section 5) one may require that the vectors played have
rational coefficients (over some X), thus turning the game essentially into
a game played on integers. Therefore, our notion of weakly Ramsey is
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apparently stronger than that of Gowers’, but this is only apparent since,
as we will now see, both games are equivalent.
Recall the notion of game given in [6]:
Definition 11. Given Y # B1 and _B1 , we define the (infinite-dimen-
sional) game I _[Y] as follows: There are two players, I and II. I starts
playing Y1 # [Y], then II chooses y1 # Y1 . Then player I plays Y2 # [Y],
and II chooses y2 # Y2 with y2> y1 , and so on.
II wins the game iff ( yn)n # _. Otherwise I wins. The game looks like this:
I
II } }
Y1 # [Y]
y1 # Y1
} } }
} } }
Yn # [Y]
yn # Yn
} } }
} } }
.
A strategy for I in Y is a function S: [Y]<|  [Y]. A game played
according to S looks like:
I
II } }
S(<)
y1 # S(<)
S( y1)
y2 # S( y1)
S( y1 , y2)
} } }
} } }
.
A strategy for II (in Y ) is a function S: [Y]<|_[Y]  Y satisfying
S(( y1 , ..., yn), Z) # Z.
A play according to S looks like this:
I
II } }
Y1 # [Y]
S(<, Y1)
Y2 # [Y]
S(S(<, Y1), Y2)
} } }
} } }
.
Note that the set of strategies of II has size 2c, hence larger than the
power of the continuum.
Theorem 1.1. I has a winning strategy for the game _[X] iff I has a
winning strategy for the game I _[X].
Proof. Fix S, a winning strategy for I in the game _[X]. We give a
winning strategy, R, for I in the game I _[X]: Let R(<)=X1=
S*(0, 0, 0, ...)=(x (1)k )k . Suppose that II plays y1 # X1 . Let n1 be such that
y1 # [x (1)1 , ..., x
(1)
n1
], n1 minimum. Let
R( y1)=X2=S V (0, 0, ..., y1
(n1)
, 0, 0, ...)=(x (2)k )k .
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Suppose that II plays y2 # X2 . Let n2 be such that y2 # [x (2)1 , ..., x
(2)
n1
], n2
minimum. Let
R( y1 , y2)=X3=S V (0, 0, ..., y1
(n1)
, 0, ..., 0, y2
(n2)
, 0, 0, ...),
and so on. Since S is a winning strategy for I, ( yk)k  _. Now suppose that
R is a winning strategy for I in the game I _[X]. Define the following
strategy, S, for I in the game _[X]: Suppose that X1=R(<)=(x (1)k )k .
I plays x (1)1 , ..., x
(1)
l until II responds with a vector y1 # [x
(1)
1 , ..., x
(1)
l ] (if
II always plays 0 he or she loses the game). Let X2=R(<, y1)=(x (2)k )k .
I plays x (2)1 , ..., x
(2)
l until II responds with a vector y2 # [x
(2)
1 , ..., x
(2)
l ], and
so on. Clearly this is a winning strategy for I in the game _[X].
Theorem 1.2. Player II has a winning strategy for the game _[X] iff
II has a winning strategy for the game I _[X].
Proof. Fix any strategy S for II in the game _[X]. This is the
strategy for II in the game I _[X]: Suppose that I plays X1=(x (1)k )k . Then
let y1 # X1 be the first nonzero play of II in the game _[X], if I starts
playing x (1)1 , x
(1)
2 , ..., and II responds according to S. Let n1 be the move at
which II has played y1 . Back to the game I _[X], II now plays y1 . Sup-
pose that I responds with X2=(x (2)k )k . Then let y2> y1 be the first non-
zero play of II in the game _[X] where I plays x (1)1 , ..., x
(1)
n1
followed by
x(2)1 , x
(2)
2 , ... and II plays according to S. Back to the game I _[X], II plays
y2 , and so on. Clearly this is a winning strategy for II in the game I _[X].
Now, assume that II has a winning strategy S for the game I _2[X]. Let
A1=[S(Y )|Y # [X]]. Suppose that I starts playing x (1)1 , ..., x
(1)
n , .... II will
play 0 until he or she can play some block vector x1 # [x (1)1 , ..., x
(1)
n ] & A1 ,
for some n. And this is possible because otherwise I has found some way
to produce X1=(x (1)n )n such that any block vector of X1 is in A1 , and this
is impossible because S(X1) is in A1 , and, by definition, in X1 . Fix Y1 such
that x1=S(Y1). Restart the game and I plays x (2)1 , ..., x
(2)
n , .... In the same
way, let A2=[ S(Y1 , Y )|Y # [X]]. We can prove that there is some n and
x2 # [x (2)1 , ..., x
(2)
n ] & A2 , and so on. It is clear that (xn)n # _. K
2. ANALYTIC SETS
We shall prove in this section that every analytic _B1 is weakly
Ramsey. We will start by showing that the D-open sets (hence, the N-open
sets) are weakly Ramsey. This result will be later used in the proof for the
analytic case.
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2.1. The Open Case
We first show that for every D-open set _, and every X, the game _[X]
is determined (i.e., either I or II have a winning strategy):
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that _ is D-open, X # B1 . Then _[X] is deter-
mined.
Proof. Suppose that II does not have a winning strategy. Then I can
play a block vector x1 such that he or she does not lose the game that
starts with x1 . Suppose x1 , y1 , x2 , ..., yn&1 , xn , where y1 , ..., yn&1 are the
plays of II (and so some of the yk may be 0) so that I does not lose the
game that starts with x1 , y1 , x2 , ..., yn&1 , xn . Now suppose that II plays
yn . Then I can choose some block vector xn+1 such that he or she does not
lose the game that starts with x1 , y1 , x2 , ..., yn , xn+1 . This is a winning
strategy for I: otherwise, at the end of the run II has played some sequence
Z # _. Let n be such that [Zn; X]_ (_ is D-open), and let mn be
minimum such that Zn is in y1 , ..., ym . Then in the game that starts with
x1 , y1 , ..., ym , xm+1 , I always loses, a contradiction. K
Remark 2.1. In fact, for every Borel set _ of B1 with the discrete topol-
ogy, _[X] is determined (see [11]).
To ensure that if _ is D-open, then _2 is also D-open, we introduce a
stronger notion of _2 ({ below):
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that _ is D-open, and 20. Let
{=[X | there is some Y # _ s.t. supp X=supp Y 6 d(X, Y )2].
Then { is also D-open.
Proof. Suppose that X is such that supp X=supp Y and d(X, Y )2
for some Y # _. Fix n such that [s; X]_, where s=Yn. Then [t; X]
_2 , where t=X  n : For suppose that W>t. Then W>s (since supp s
=supp t). So, supp(tW)=supp(sW), d(tW, sW)2, and sW # _.
This implies that tW # _2 . K
Remark 2.2. Let us remark that in Tsirelson’s space for every 2, there
are D-open sets such that _2 is not D-open. See [13] for an explicit
example.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that (en)n is a normalized Schauder basis of X
with basis constant C, and let (x1 , ..., xn) # [X]<|. If x=*1x1+ } } } +*nxn
is a normalized vector, then for every 1in, |*i |2C.
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Proof. Let m=max supp xn . Then (x1 , ..., xn)(ek)k>m # B1 , and sup-
pose that it has basis constant K. By Proposition 1.2, KC. So, by
Proposition 1.1 we are done. K
Definition 12. Let Y=( yn)n and Y =( y~ n)n be block sequences, and let
Z=(zn)n # [Y]. We say that Z =(z~ n)n # [Y ] is defined as Z # [Y] iff:
For every n, if zn= :
m
k=1
*k yk , then z~ n=
1
*
:
m
k=1
*k y~ k ,
where, *=&mk=1 *k y~ k&.
Proposition 2.3. Let 2=($n)n>0. Then there is a decreasing sequence
0<1< 22 which satisfies the following:
For every Y, Y such that d(Y, Y )1, if Z # [Y], and
Z # [Y ] is defined as Z # [Y], then d(Z, Z )2.
Proof. Define, for every n1,
#n=
min[$1 , ..., $n]
2n+3C
,
where C is the basis constant of (en)n .
So, 1=(#n)n<22 and is decreasing. Now let Y=( yn)n and Z=
(zn)n # [Y]. Suppose Y =( y~ n)n is such that d(Y, Y )1 and Z =(z~ n)n #
[Y ] is defined as Z # [Y]. Fix j and suppose that zj=*i1 yi1+ } } } +*im yim
and z~ j=z~~ j&z~~ j& , where z~~ j=*i1 y i1+ } } } +*im y im . Note that ji1 . So,
&zj&z~~ j&=&*i1 y i1+ } } } +* im yim&(*i1 y i1+ } } } +* im y im)&
 :
m
k=1
|*ik | #ik :
m
k=1
2C
min[$1 , ..., $ ik]
2ik+3C
 :
m
k=1
$j
2ik+2

$j
2
.
And, hence,
&zj&z~ j&&zj&z~~ j&+&z~~ j&z~ j&
$j
2
+"z~~ j& z~
~
j
&z~~ j&"
=
$j
2
+" z~
~
j
&z~~ j&
(&z~~ j &&1)"=$j2 +|&z~~ j&&1|
=
$j
2
+|&z~~ j &&&zj&|
$j
2
+&z~~ j&zj&$j . K
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Theorem 2.2. Every D-open subset _ of B1 is weakly Ramsey.
Proof. Fix 2>0, and let 1 be defined as in Proposition 2.3.
Assume that _ is large in B1 but for every Y # B1 II does not have a
winning strategy for the game _1[Y]. We are going to find (xn)n # B1
such that [(xn)n] & _=<, thus contradicting our assumption.
Let I=[s | (s)_], where (s) is the set of block sequences that begin
with s. Since _ is D-open, _=s # I (s). Let
I0=[s | d(s, s )22 for some s # I and there is no tOs with
d(s, t )22 for some s # I].
Let _0= s # I0 (s ) .
Notice that _0 is large in B1 . Also, since (_0)1 _2 , for every Y # B1 II
does not have a winning strategy for the game (_0)1[Y].
Define
1&n :=\#12 , ...,
#n
2
, 0, 0, ...+ 1+n :=\#12 , ...,
#n
2
, #n+1 , #n+2 , ...+ .
Let
_+n =[X | there is Y # _0 s.t. supp X=supp Y and d(X, Y )1
+
n ]
and
_&n =[X | there is Y # _0 s.t. supp X=supp Y and d(X, Y )1
&
n ].
Note that _&n&1 _
&
n _
+
n+1 _
+
n , _
&
n _1&n , and _
+
n _1 +n .
We will construct (xn)n , (Xn)n with the following property: For all n0,
(a) _&n is large in [x1 , ..., xn ; Xn] and
(b) II has no winning strategy for (x1 , ..., xn)_n+ [Z], for all ZPXn .
Suppose we can construct such sequences. Then [(xn)n] & _=<: For
suppose not. Then there exists s # I such that s # [x1 , ..., xn], for some n. By
(a), _&n & [x1 , ..., xn ; Xn]{< so there exists ZPXn , (x1 , ..., xn)<Z with
(x1 , ..., xn)Z # _&n . Thus there exists (x~ 1 , ..., x~ n)
Z # _0 with supp(x~ 1 , ..., x~ n)
=supp(x1 , ..., xn) and such that d((x1 , ..., xn), (x~ 1 , ..., x~ n))(#1 2, ..., #n 2).
There must exist t # I0 and k1 such that t=(x~ 1 , ..., x~ n , z 1 , ..., z k)
(otherwise II has a winning strategy for the game (x~ 1 , ..., x~ n)_0 [Xn] and hence
for the game (x1 , ..., xn)_n+ [Xn]). Let s~ be defined in [x~ 1 , ..., x~ n] as s in
[x1 , ..., xn]. Then we have d(s, s~ ) 22, and s~ O t, contradicting the
O -minimality of t.
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We will now construct the sequences (xn)n , (Xn)n :
(1) Case n=0: It is trivial because _&0 =_0 is large, _
+
0 (_0)1 , and
for every Z # B1 , II does not have a winning strategy for the game
(_0)1
[Z]. Let X0=X.
(2) Case n  n+1: Suppose that we cannot continue. Then, for all
x # X with x>xn and all YPX, there exists ZPY such that
Either _&n+1 & [x1 , ..., xn , x; Z]=<
or II has a winning strategy for the game (x1 , ..., xn , x)_+n+1 [Z].
We define for every k1 the following subset of P(Xn):
Dk=[(s, A) # P(Xn) | |s|k 6 for every x # s with x>xn ,
either [x1 , ..., xn , x; A] & _&n =< or II has a winning
strategy for (x1 , ..., xn , x)_n+ [A]].
Claim 2.1.1. Dk is dense in P(Xn).
Proof of claim. Let (s, A) # P(Xn). By extending s and shrinking A,
if necessary, we may assume |s|k. Let [ y1 , ..., yj] be a #n+1 2 cover
of s (i.e., for every x # [s], there exists i j such that supp x=supp yi
and d(x, yi)<#n+1 2). Then choose A=A0 p } } } pAj such that either
[x1 , ..., xn , yi ; Ai] & _&n+1 = < or II has a winning strategy for
(x1 , ..., xn , yi)
_+n+1
[A i]. Then (s, A j)(s, A) and (s, Aj) # Dk . For suppose x # s,
x>xn and [x1 , ..., xn , x; Aj] & _&n {<. Then for some i with supp x=
supp yi and d(x, yi)<#n+1 2, [x1 , ..., xn , yi ; Ai] & _&n+1 {<. Therefore,
II has a winning strategy for (x1 , ..., xn , yi)_+n+1 [Ai] and hence also for the game(x1 , ..., xn , x)
_+n
[Aj]. K
Now define qk=(sk , Ak) # Dk as follows:
(a) q1=(s1 , A1) # D1 .
(b) Suppose qk has been defined. Let qk+1 # Dk+1 be such that
qk+1(sk k, Ak).
Let Y=k1 sk k.
Claim 2.2.2. For all x # Y with x>xn and all ZPY, the following
dichotomy holds:
Either [x1 , ..., xn , x; Z] & _&n =<
or II has a winning strategy for the game (x1 , ..., xn , x)_+n [Z].
Proof of claim. Fix x # Y, x>xn , and Z. Let k be the least integer such
that x # [skk]. Then Y"xPAk .
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If II has a winning strategy for the game (x1 , ..., xn , x)_+n [Ak], then he or she
also has one for (x1 , ..., xn , x)_+n [Z].
Otherwise, [x1 , ..., xn , x; Ak] & _&n =<. But [x1 , ..., xn , x; Z]=[x1 , ...,
xn , x; Z"x] and Z"xPAk . So clearly [x1 , ..., xn , x; Z] & _&n =<. K
For all ZPY there exists x # Z such that [x1 , ..., xn , x; Z] & _&n {<.
Otherwise, for some ZPY [x1 , ..., xn ; Z] & _&n =<, and this is impossible
because _&n is large in [x1 , ..., xn ; Xn] and YPXn .
So, by the above dichotomy for Y, for all ZPY there exists x # Z such
that II has a winning strategy for (x1 , ..., xn , x)_+n [Z]. I cannot have a winning
strategy for the game (x1 , ..., xn)_+n [Y]: Fix any strategy S for I. Let
Z=S*(0, 0, ...), and let x # Z be such that II has a winning strategy
for . (x1 , ..., xn , x)_+n [Z] (let us call it R). Then, if II plays 0 until he or she can
play x, and afterward II plays according to R, then he or she produces
a sequence (x1 , ..., xn , x)W # _+n . By Proposition 2.3 _
+
n is a D-open
set, and the game (x1 , ..., xn)_+n [Y] is the same as {[Y"xn], where {=
[Z | (x1 , ..., xn)Z # _+n , which is also D-open. So, by Theorem 2.1, II has
a winning strategy for the game (x1 , ..., xn)_+n [Y], a contradiction with the
properties of x1 , ..., xn and Xn . K
2.2. The Analytic case
We need some lemmas:
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that _=n=1 _n is large in some [s; A], with
s<A, and let 2n>0 for every n. Then there are n and (t, B)(s, A) such
that (_n)2n is large in [t; B].
Proof. Suppose not. Then for every n and every (t, B) # P(A), there is
CPB such that [st; C] & (_n)2n=<.
Claim 2.1.1. For every n and every (t, B) # P(A), there is B PB such
that for every u # [t], [su; B ] & _n=<.
Proof of claim. Let [t1 , ..., tk] be a 2n-cover of [t]. Then, find
B=A0 pA1 p } } } pAk so that [st i ; Ai] & (_n)2n=<. Take B =Ak , and
we are done. Indeed, fix u # [t] and choose Z # [Ak] such that suZ # _n
and then choose I such that d(u, ti)2n . Then d(suZ, sti Z)2n ,
and hence sti Z # (_n)2n . K
For every n, m1 let
Dn, m=[(t, B) # P(A) | |t|m 6 \u # [t], [su; (t"u)B] & _n=<].
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Claim 2.1.2. Each Dn, m is dense in P(A).
Proof of claim. Fix n, m, and (t, B) # P(A). We may assume that
|t|m. Now find B=C0 pC1 p } } } pCk p } } } so that for every k:
(1) Ck+1 PCk"ck , where ck is the first element of the block sequence Ck .
(2) For every u # [t] and every w # [(t"u) (c0 , ..., ck)], [suw;
Ck+1] & _n=<.
We check that this is possible: For suppose we have defined Ck . By Claim
2.1.1, there is C PCk"ck such that for every v # [t (c0 , ..., ck)],
[sv; C ] & _n=<. But if u # [t] and w # [(t"u) (c0 , ..., ck)], then uw #
[t (c0 , ..., ck)]. So take Ck+1=C .
Let C=(ck)k0 . We check that (t, C) # Dn, m : Let u # [t], and let Z=
(zm)m P (t"u)C. There is m0 and k0 such that (z1 , ..., zm0) # [(t"u)

(c1 , ..., ck0)] and (zm)m>m0 P (ck)k>k0 . By construction, [s
u (z1 , ..., zm0);
Ck0+1] & _n=<. But (zm)m>m0 PCk0+1 and then s
u (z1 , ..., zm0)
(zm)m
>m0  _n , and so we are done. K
Let G be generic for [Dn, m]n, m (it exists by Proposition 1.6). Let
Y :=YG . Note that YPA.
Claim 2.1.3. For every (t, B) # P(A) such that tBPY and for every n,
[st; B] & _n=<.
Proof of claim. Let m be such that t # [u], for some (u, C) # Dn, m & G.
Then BP (u"t)C. But since (u, C) # Dn, m , we have [st; (u"t)C] &
_n=<. K
It now follows that [s; Y] & _=<, which is impossible. This completes
the proof of Lemma 2.1. K
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that _ is large in [s; A], where s<A, and 2>0.
Then, for all n1 there exists (t, B)(s, A), with |t"s|n and such that _2
is large in [t; B].
Proof. Suppose otherwise, and let n be such that for every tPA with
|t|n, and every BPA, there exists CPB with _2 & [st; C]=<. We
define the following sets:
Dk=[(t, B) # P(A) | |t|k 6 \u # [t] with |u|n, [su; B] & _=<].
Then each Dk is dense. Choose now for every k, (sk , Ak) # Dk as follows:
Let (s1 , A1) be some element of D1 . Having defined (sk , Ak) # Dk , let
pk+1=(sk+1 , Ak+1) # Dk+1 be such that pk+1(sk k, Ak). Finally, let
Y=k1 sk k. Then for every (t, B) with t
BPY and such that |t|n,
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[st; B] & _=<, which is contradictory with the fact that _ is large in
[s; A].
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that _=n=1 _n is large in some [s; A], 2n>0
for every n1, and (kn)n is any sequence of positive integers. Then, there
exists n such that (_n)2n is large in some [t; B], with (t, B)(s, A) and
|t"s|kn .
Proof. Fix (s, A) so that _ is large in [s; A]. By Lemma 2.1, let n and
(u, C)(s, A) be such that (_n)2n2 is large in [u; C]. By Lemma 2.2, let
(t, B)(u, C) such that |t"u|kn and ((_n)2n2)2n2 (_n)2n is large in
[t; B], and we are done. K
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that _ is large in [s; A], _=n=1 _n , and 2>0.
Then there exists YPA such that player II has a winning strategy for the
game _~ (2, Y)[Y], where
_~ (2, Y)=[(zm)m | there exist n, k1 such that (_n)2 is large in
[s (z1 , ..., zk); Y]].
Proof. First, note that _~ (2, Y ) is a D-open subset of B1 . Our aim is to
prove that it is large in some Y # B1 and then use Theorem 2.2. For every
n, m let
Dm, n=[(t, B) # P(A) | |t|m 6 \u # [t], either (_n)223 is large in
[su; B] or (_n)23 & [su; B]=<].
Then each Dm, n is dense: Given (t, B) # P(A), with |t|m, choose a 26
cover of t, [u1 , ..., uk]. Next, find B=B0 pB1 p } } } pBk as follows: If
(_n)22 is large in [sui ; Bi&1], then let B i=Bi&1 . Otherwise let Bi be
such that (_n)22 & [sui ; Bi]=<. We claim that (t, Bk) # Dm : Let u # [t]
and let i be such that d(u, ui)26. If [su i ; Bi] & (_n)22=<, then
[su; Bk] & (_n)23=< also. Otherwise, (_n)22 is large in [sui ; Bi];
hence (_n)223 is also large in [su; Bk].
Let G be a [Dm, n]m, n -generic filter (see Proposition 1.6), and let
Y :=YG .
Claim 2.4.1. For every n and every (u, C) # P(Y) there is some k such
that:
Either (_n)23 & [su; C"k]=< or (_n)223 is large in [su; C].
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Proof of claim. Fix n and let m be large enough so that u # [t], for
some (t, B) # G & Dm, n . By definition of Dm, n , either (_n)23 & [su; B]
=< or (_n)223 is large in [su; B]. But we know by Proposition 1.5 that
CP* B so we can find k such that C"kPB. This implies that either
(_n)23 & [su; C"k]=< or (_n)223 is large in [su; C"k], and hence
also large in [su; C]. K
Since _ is large in [s; A], by Lemma 2.3, for every ZPY there exist n
and (t, B) # P(Z) such that |t|1 and (_n)23 is large in [st; B]. This
implies that for every ZPY there are n and t # [Z], |t|1, such that for
every k, (_n)23 & [st; Y"k]{<. By Claim 2.4.1, for every ZPY there
are n and t # [Z], |t|1, such that (_n)223 is large in [st; Y]. This is the
same as saying that for every ZPY there is TPZ such that T # _~ (223, Y )
(simply by extending t); i.e., _~ (223, Y ) is large in [Y]. By Theorem 2.2
there is ZPY such that player II has a winning strategy for the game
_~ (223, Y )23
[Z], but then also for the game _~ (2, Z)[Z]. K
Remark 2.3. We can restate Lemma 2.4 as follows: Suppose that
_=nn=1 _n and 2>0. If _ is large in [s; A], then there is some YPA
such that II has a winning strategy for producing some (xm)m , such that
for some k1 and n, (_n)2 is large in [s (x1 , ..., xk); Y].
Theorem 2.3. Every analytic subset of B1 in the N-topology is weakly
Ramsey.
Proof. Let _B1 be analytic and let 2>0. For every n1, let
2n := n2n+1 (note that 2n<2n+1< } } } wwn   2 under pointwise con-
vergence). Since _ is an analytic subset of a Polish space, there exists
F: N  _ continuous and onto. For each finite sequence of positive
integers %, let _% be the image under F of all infinite sequences of positive
integers that begin with %. Notice that (_%)2=n # | (_%(n))2 (this is a key
point for using Lemma 2.4). Also note that _<=_.
For 2, %, s, and A define:
_~ (%, 2, s, A)=[(zm)m | there is k1 and n1
such that (_%(n))2 is large in
[s (z1 , ..., zk); A]].
Our aim is to find Y satisfying:
(V) For every nonempty finite sequence of positive integers %, if
for some (s, A) # P(Y) II has a winning strategy for the game
_~ (%, 23 |%|&2 , s, A)
[A], then II also has a winning strategy for the game
_~ (%, 23 |%| , s, Y)
[Y].
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In other words, (V) says that for every nonempty finite sequence of
positive integers %, if for some (s, A) # P(Y ) II has a winning strategy in A
for producing some block sequence (zm)m PA such that for some k1 and
n1, (_%(n))23 |%|&2 is large in [s
 (z1 , ..., zk); A], then II also has a winning
strategy in Y to produce another block sequence (zm)m PY such that for
some k1 and n1, (_%(n))23 |%|&2 is large in [s
 (z1 , ..., zk); Y].
For this, we define a collection of dense subsets of P(X). For every %
(%{<) and n, let:
D%, n :=[(s, A) # P(X) | |s|n 6 for every t # [s], if for some
BPA, II has a winning strategy for _~ (%, 23 |%|&2 , t, B)[B],
then II has a winning strategy for _~ (%, 23 |%|, t, A)[A]].
Claim 2.3.1. Each D%, n is dense in P(X).
Proof of claim. Fix %, n, and (s, A) # P(X). By extending s, if necessary,
we can suppose that |s|n. Let [t1 , ..., tk] be a 1 |%| cover of s, where
1 |%|=23 |%| &23 |%|&1 . We define A=B0 pB1 p } } } pBk as follows: If
there is some BPBi&1 such that II has a winning strategy for the game
_~ (%, 23 |%|&1 , ti , B)
[B], then let Bi be such a B. Otherwise, let Bi=Bi&1 . We
claim that (s, Bk) # D%, n : For let t # [s] and suppose that for some BPBk ,
II has a winning strategy for _~ (%, 23 |%|&2 , t, B)[B]. Let i be such that
d(t, ti)1 |%| . Then player II also has a winning strategy for the game
_~ (%, 23 |%|&2+1|%| , ti , B)
[B] and BPBi&1 . By definition of B i , II has a winning
strategy for the game _~ (%, 23 |%|&1 , ti , Bi)[Bi]. But then II has a winning
strategy for the game _~ (%, 23 |%|, t, Bk)[Bk]. K
Let G be a [D%, n n1, %{<]-generic filter (see Proposition 1.6), and
let Y :=YG . Then Y satisfies what we wanted: Fix %, and suppose that
(s, A) # P(Y) is such that II has a winning strategy for the game
_~ (%, 23 |%|&2 , s, A)
[A]. Let n be large enough so that s # [s%, n], with
(s%, n , A%, n) both in the generic and in D%, n . As YP* A%, n , let l be such
that Y"l # [A%, n]. Clearly, II has a winning strategy for the game
_~ (%, 23 |%|&2 , s, A"l )
[A"l]. Then, by definition of D%, n , II has a winning
strategy for the game _~ (%, 23 |%|, s, A%, n)[A%, n]. But YP* A%, n , and so by
Proposition 1.3, II has a winning strategy for the game _~ (%, 23 |%| , s, Y"l)[Y],
and hence for the game _~ (%, 23 |%|, s, Y )[Y], and we are done.
Using Lemma 2.4, we can now give a winning strategy for II in the game
_2
[Y]:
(1) As _ is large in Y (i.e., in [<; Y]), and _=n # | _ (n) , II has a
winning strategy in some A1 PY for producing some t such that there is
some n with (_(n))21 large in [t; A1]. By (V), II has a winning strategy in
Y for producing a sequence t1 such that there is n1 with (_(n1))23 large in
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[t1 ; B1], for some B1 PY. Let j1 be the number of plays of II required to
produce t1 . Thus, we have defined j1 plays for II.
(2) After player II produces t1 we know that (_(n1))23 is large in
[t1 ; B1] and that (_(n1))23=m # | (_ (n1 , m))23 . Then by Lemma 2.4 (for
12), there is A2 PY so that II has a winning strategy in A2 for constructing
some t such that for some n, (_(n1 , n))24 is large in [t1
t; A2]. By construc-
tion of Y, again we can find a winning strategy for II in Y for constructing
t2 such that for some n2 , (_(n1 , n2))26 is large in [t1
t2 ; B2] for some
B2 PY. Let j2 be the number of plays of II required to produce t2 . And
now we have defined the next j2 plays for II, and so on.
Thus, we have given a strategy for II in Y so that II produces the follow-
ing: After j1+ } } } + jk moves, II plays for producing tk+1 and nk+1 so that
(_(n1 , ..., nk+1))23(k+1) is large in [t1
 } } } tk+1 ; Bk+1], for some Bk+1 PY.
We check now that this is a winning strategy for II: We will see that
(xm)m # _2 by proving that d((xm)m , ( yk)k))2, where ( yk)k= F((nk)k)
and (xm)m=t1  } } } tk  } } } . Suppose not, and let m0 be such that
&xm0& ym0 &>$m0 . As F is continuous, there is k such that _(n1 , ..., nk)
[(zn)n &xm0 & zm0 & > $m0 and m0  j1 + } } } + jk . But we know that
(_(n1 , ..., nk))23k is large in [t1
 } } } tk ; Ck] for some Ck PY, and, in particular,
there are ZPCk and Z # _(n1 , ..., nk) such that d(t1
 } } } tk Z, Z )23k , and
this is a contradiction.
3. GENERALIZATIONS UNDER SET-THEORETICAL
HYPOTHESES
We will now extend the results of the previous section to more complex
sets using some set-theoretical hypotheses. We will concentrate on 7t
1
2 sets;
i.e., we will show that every 7t
1
2 set of block bases is weakly Ramsey, for
which we will use a strong form of Martin’s axiom. More general results
about all projective sets using determinacy axioms will be stated at the end
of the section. The proofs will appear in [1], where we also show that
some additional set-theoretical hypotheses are indeed necessary for proving
that all 7t
1
2 sets are weakly Ramsey. We need some definitions:
Definition 13. Let P be any partial order, and let AP. We say that
A is an antichain of P iff for every p, q # A, if p & q, then p=q. An
antichain is maximal if it is not properly contained in any other antichain.
Note that we can use the axiom of choice (AC) to extend a given antichain
A to a maximal one.
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Suppose that A is an antichain and let p # P. We say that A is a maxi-
mal antichain below p iff for every qp there is some q$ # A compatible
with q. Note that A need not lie below p.
We will need an axiom of the following form (recall that c denotes the
cardinality of the continuum):
Definition 14. Let } be a cardinal <c, and let P be a class of partial
orderings. Martin’s axiom for families of }-many dense subsets of partial
orderings in P (in short, MA} (P)) is the following axiom:
For every partial order P # P, and every family D of dense subsets of P
with |D|}, there is a filter GP meeting all those dense sets (i.e.,
G & D{< for all D # D).
Remark 3.1. MA+0 (P) is true (see Proposition 1.6). MA} (P) is false
for any reasonable class P and every }c (see [9]). Thus, the axiom
MA} (P) makes sense only for uncountable cardinals }<c.
For a suitable class P of partial orderings, to be defined below, we will
prove the following generalization of Theorem 2.3.
For } an infinite cardinal, let }| be the product space of | copies of },
where } is given the discrete topology.
Theorem 3.1 (MA} (P). Suppose _ = f (}|) for some f : }|  B1
continuous. Then _ is weakly Ramsey.
The class P of partial orderings will consist of a more refined version of
the partial orderings P(Y ) used in the previous section:
Definition 15. Given 2>0 and Y=( yn)n # B1 , we define the partial
order P(2, Y) as follows: Let (*k (2, Y ))k be any family of subsets of block
vectors of Y such that
(1) for every k, *k (2, Y ) is a 2-cover of [ y1 , ..., yk],
(2) for k<m, *k (2, Y )=*m (2, Y ) & [ y1 , ..., yk].
Let *(2, Y)=n1 *(2, Y ) (see Example 1.2).
Elements of P(2, Y ) are (s, A) # P(Y ) such that s # *(2, Y ). We call s a
finite (2, Y)-block sequence.
The crucial difference between members of P(Y ) and those of P(2, Y ) is
that in the former we had freedom to choose n-tuples s of vectors, the only
requirement being that they had ordered supports. In P(2, Y ), however, we
further restrict this freedom by requiring the vectors to belong to the fixed
covers, which are finite sets.
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(s, A)(t, B) iff:
(1) t is an initial segment of s,
(2) APB, and
(3) for every |t|<i|s|, there exists u # B such that supp u=supp xi
and d(u, xi)$i , where s=(x1 , ..., xn).
Given A and 2>0, we define
"A"2=[B # B1 | there is some B # [A] such that d(B, B )2
and supp B=supp B ],
We can also define "A"<|2 and "s"2 in the obvious way. Now, we can restate
condition 3. as:
(3$) s"t # "B" <|($i)i>|t| .
It is easy to check that  is a partial order.
The following property of partial orderings was introduced by
Baumgartner (see [2]):
Definition 1.6. A partial ordering P=(P, ) satisfies Axiom A if
there exists a family of partial orderings of P, [ n | n0] such that:
(1) 0=.
(2) n+1 n .
(3) if pn+1n pn then there exists q such that qn pn for all n.
(4) For every p # P and every n, if A is a maximal antichain below
p, then there is qn p and BA which is a countable maximal antichain
below q.
Similar to Baumgartner’s proof in which Mathias’ partial ordering
satisfies Axiom A (see [2]), we will show that P(2, Y) also satisfies Axiom A:
Lemma 3.1. Let (s, A) be any element of P=P(2, Y), A a maximal
antichain below (s, A), and n0. Then there exists B #n [A] (where # n
means that the first n elements of A and B are the same and B # [A]) and
a countable BA such that B is a maximal antichain below (s, B).
Moreover, B may be chosen so that if (t, C)(s, B) is such that (t, C)p
for some p # A, then (t, B"t)p.
Proof. Fix n, (s, A), and A, a maximal antichain below (s, A). Suppose
that A=[ak | k1] (akak+1), A =[ak | k>n] and |s|=m. First, we
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prove that the last part of the lemma is enough: For suppose that we can
find B #n [A] such that
(V) if (t, C)(s, B) and (t, C)p for some p # A, then (t, B"t)p.
Then, define
B=[p # A | there is some t # "B" <|($i)i>|s| such that s
t is a
(2, Y )-block sequence and (st, B"t) p].
We claim that B is a countable maximal antichain below (s, B):
(1) B is countable: There are only a countable number of elements
of the form (st, B"t). So, if there were an uncountable number of elements
in B, then there would be two compatible elements, which is impossible
because A is an antichain.
(2) B is a maximal antichain below (s, B): Since BA, B is an
antichain. Now suppose (t, C)(s, B). Since A is a maximal antichain
below (s, A), there is some p # A compatible with (t, C). Choose any
(u, D)p, (t, C). Then, by (V), (u, B"u)p and u"s # "B" <|($i)i>|s| (since (u, D)
(t, C)(s, B)), i.e., p # B.
We now find B as follows: We define an<b0<b1< } } } <bk< } } } and
A=B0 oB1 } } } oBk o } } } such that bk<Bk+1 as follows: Let B0=A.
Suppose that we have already defined b0< } } } <bk&1 and B0 o } } } oBk .
Let us consider
[tk1 , ..., t
k
l ]=[u | s
u is a finite (2, Y )-block sequence and
u # "(a1 , ..., an , b0 , ..., bk&1)"($i)i>|s|].
Now, we define Bk0 pB
k
1 p } } } pB
k
l as follows: B
k
0=Bk . Suppose we
have already defined Bki . If there exists CPB
k
i such that (s
tki , C)p for
some p # A, then let Bki+1 be one of them. Otherwise B
k
i+1=B
k
i . We define
bk=min Bkl and Bk+1=B
k
l "[bk]. Put B=(a1 , ...., an)
 (bk)k1 .
We prove that B satisfies what we wanted: Fix any (t, C)(s, B), and
suppose that (t, C)p for some p # A. Now let k be the least integer such
that t"s # "(a1 , ..., an , b1 , ..., bk&1)"($i)i>|s| and let i be such that t
k
i =t"s. Then
we have that CPB"t=(bi)ik PBki and so B
k
i+1 has to be such that
(t=stki , B
k
i+1)q for some q # A. But (t, C)(t, B
k
i+1) (since (b i) ik P
Bki+1) and hence, p=q. Then we have: B"tPB
k
i+1 and hence (t, B"t)
(t, Bki+1)p, and we are done. K
Lemma 3.2. P(2, Y ) satisfies axiom A.
Proof. Put (s, A)n (t, B) iff (s, A)(t, B) and the first n-elements of A
and B are the same. Note that for n1, (s, A)n (t, B) implies that s=t.
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Elements 1 and 2 of Definition 16 are clear. As for element 3, suppose that
for every n, pn=(s, An), An=(x (n)k )k , and p0=(t, B) are such that
pn+1n pn . If we put q=(s, (x (k)k )k), then qn pn , for every n. Element 4
is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.1. K
Let AA be the class of all partial orderings that satisfy Axiom A and
have size c. Baumgartner (see [2]) showed that MA+1 (AA) is consistent
relative to the existence of a weakly compact cardinal.
Let P be the class of all partial orderings of the form P(2, Y ). Thus,
PAA and, therefore, MA} (P) is weaker than MA} (AA). While
MA|1 (AA) implies c=+2 (see [18]), and thus MA} (AA) makes sense
only for }=|1 , we do not know, although it seems unlikely, whether the
same is true for MA} (P). So, we state our hypothesis as MA} (P), for }
any uncountable cardinal <c.
Lemma 3.3 (MA} (P)). Suppose that _=:<} _: is large in some
[s; A], with s<A and let 2>0. Then there are :<} and (t, B)(s, A) such
that (_:)2 is large in [t; B].
Proof. The proof follows closely that of Lemma 2.1. Without loss of
generality, we can suppose that 2 is decreasing. Fix s<A, and suppose that
the result is false. Let 1 be defined for 22"|s| using Proposition 2.3.
Claim 3.3.1. For all : and all (t, B) # P(A), there is B PB so that for all
u # [t], [su; B ] & (_:)22=<.
Proof of claim. As in the proof of Claim 2.1.1 of Lemma 2.1. K
For every :<} and m1, let
D:, m=[(t, B) # P(1, A) | |t|m, BPA and for all u # [t],
[su; (t"u)B] & (_:)22=<].
Claim 3.3.2. Each D:, m is dense.
Proof of claim. The proof is very similar to the proof of Claim 2.1.2 in
the proof of Lemma 2.1. K
Let G be a generic filter for [D:, m | :<}, m1, and let Y=YG .
Claim 3.3.3. For every (u, B) # P(Y) and for everry :, [su; B] &
_:=<.
Proof of claim. Fix : and let m be large enough so that u # [t], for
some (t, C) # G & D:, m . There is B # "C"(#k)k>|t | such that BP (t"u)
B . Fix
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any B PC such that d(B , B )(#k)k>|t| . Then d((t"u)B , (t"u)B )
(0, ..., 0)
( |t"u| )
 (#k)k>|t| . We check that [st; B] & _:=<: For suppose that
EPB. Then EP (t"u)B . Let E # [(t"u)B ] be defined as E # [(t"u)B ].
Then d(E, E )22"( |s|+|t| ). By our assumptions on (t, C), suE  (_:)22
and, using that 2 is decreasing, we conclude that suE  _: . K
Now it is easy to show that [s; Y] & _=<. K
Lemma 3.4 (MA} (P)). Suppose that _=:<} _: is large in some
[s; A], 2>0, j : }  |. Then there exists :<} such that (_:)2 is large in
some [t; B], with (t, B)(s, A) and |t"s| j(:).
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, let : and (t, B )(s, A) be such that (_:)22 is
large in [t; B]. By Lemma 2.2, let uPB, BPB be such that |u|kj(:) and
((_:)22)22=(_:)2 is large in [tu; B] and we are done. K
Lemma 3.5 (MA} (P)). Suppose that _ is large in [s; A], _=:<} _: ,
2>0. Then there is YPA such that player II has a winning strategy for the
game _ [Y], where
_ =[( ym)m | there exist k1, :<}, such that (_:)2
is large in [s ( y1 , ..., yk); Y]].
Proof. The proof is like the proof of Lemma 2.4, but now Lemma 3.4
is used instead of Lemma 2.3. We sketch the proof: Let 1 be defined for
212"|s| using Proposition 2.3. For every :<} and m define:
D:, m=[(t, B) # P(1, A) | |t|m and for all u # [t], either (_:)2712
is large in [su; B] or (_:)5212 & [su; B]=<].
We can now prove that every D:, m is dense using 212-covers. Then
continue as in the proof of Lemma 2.4. K
For 2>0, _B1 , _=:<} _: , s, and Y we define
_~ (2, s, Y )=[Z=(zk)k # B1 | there is some k and :<} such that (_:)2
is large in [sZk; Y]].
Lemma 3.6. Let 2(1), 2(2)>0, A, A # B1 , and let s be a finite block
sequence. Suppose that 1 is given by Proposition 2.3 for 2(2). If d(A, A )
1"|s| and II has a winning strategy for the game _~ (2(1), s, A)[A], then II also
has a winning strategy for the game _~ (2(1)+2(2), s, A )[A ].
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Proof. Let S be a winning strategy for II in the game _~ (2(1), s, A)[A].
Suppose that I starts playing x~ (1)1 , x~
(1)
2 , ... in the game _~ (2(1)+2(2), s, A )[A ].
Then player II does the following: II constructs x (1)i # [A] as x~
(1)
i # [A ]
and plays according to S in the run of the game _~ (2(1), s, A)[A] in which I
starts playing x (1)1 , x
(1)
2 , ... Eventually, II must play some vector y1 #
[x(1)1 , ..., x
(1)
n1
]. So, in the game _~ (2(1)+2(2), s, A )[A ], II plays 0 up to the n1 th
move of player I. At this point II defines y~ # [x~ (1)1 , ..., x~
(1)
n1
] as y1 # [x (1)1 , ...,
x(1)n1 ] and plays it. And so on. By Proposition 2.3, is easy to see that this
is a winning strategy for II in the game _~ (2(1)+2(2), s, A )[A ]. K
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Fix f : }|  _ continuous and onto. For each
% # }<|, let _% be the image under f of the set of all sequences that begin
with %.
As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, the key is to find a block sequence Y so
that:
For every % # }<| and every (s, A) # P(Y ), if II has a winning strategy
for the game _~ (%, 24 |%|&3 , s, A)[A], then there is l such that II has a winning
strategy for the game _~ (%, 24 |%| , s, Y )[Y].
(The definitions are as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.) We will construct
Y using a collection of dense subsets of P(1, X).
For every n1, let 2n := n2n+1. Now, let 4n=(*
(n)
k )k be given by Proposi-
tion 2.3 for (24n&24n&1) and so that 4n+1<4n . Let 1=(#k)k be given
again by Proposition 2.3 for (* (k)k )k . For every % # }
<|, and m1 let:
D%, m :=[(s, A) # P(1, X) | |s|m, |%| and for every t # [s], if for some
BPA, II has a winning strategy for _~ (%, 24 |%|&2 , t, A)[B],
then II has a winning strategy for _~ (%, 24 |%|&1 , t, A)[A]].
Claim 3.1.1. Each D%, m is dense.
Proof of claim. As in Theorem 2.3.
Let G be a [D%, m]%, m -generic filter. Then Y=YG satisfies what we
wanted: Fix %, and suppose that (s, A) # P(Y ) is such that II has a winning
strategy for the game _~ (%, 24 |%|&3 , s, A)[A]. Let m be the minimum integer
such that s # [s%, m] and for some (s%, m , A%, m) # G & D%, m , and let l=|s%, m |.
Then, ( yk)k>l # "A%, m "(#k)k>l , and A # [( yk)k>l]. Let ( y~ k)k>l # [A%, m] be
such that supp( yk)k>l=supp( y~ k)k>l and d(( yk)k>l , ( y~ k)k>l)(#k)k>l .
Now define A # [( y~ k)k>l] as A # [( yk)k>l]. By Proposition 2.3, d(A , A)
(* (k)k )k>l4 |%| (since |%|l ), and by Lemma 3.6 we conclude that II has
a winning strategy for the game _~ (%, 24 |%|&2 , s, A )[A ]. By definition of D%, m ,
II has a winning strategy for the game _~ (%, 24 |%|&1 , s, A%, m)[A%, m] and there-
fore also for the game _~ (%, 24 |%|&1 , s, ( y~ k)k>l)[( y~ k)k>l]. We finish the proof
using Lemma 3.6 and Proposition 1.3.
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Note that (_%)4|2|=:<} (_%(:))4 |2| . So Lemma 3.5 allows us to
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 to finish the proof. K
Finally we prove that 7t
1
2 sets (i.e., continuous images of co-analytic sets)
are weakly Ramsey (using MA|1 (P)). The following is well known (see
[11]).
Lemma 3.7.
(1) For every closed set C}| there exists a tree T}<| such that
C is precisely the set of branches of T.
(2) Every closed set C}| is the continuous image of }|.
Definition 17 (see [11]). Let } be an infinite cardinal and AN.
We say that A is }-Suslin iff there is a closed C}|_N such that A is
the projection of C on N.
Lemma 3.8 (see [11]). Suppose that AN is }-Suslin for some }.
Then A is the continuous image of }|
Proof. Suppose that AN is }-Suslin for some }. Then choose a
closed set C}|_N such that A= p2 (C) and f : }|  }|_N is con-
tinuous and onto. Then f &1C}| is closed, and by Lemma 3.7, there is
g: }|  f &1C continuous and onto. Then p2 b f b g(}|)=A. K
Corollary 3.1.1 (MA|1 (P)). Every 7t
1
2 subset of B1 is weakly Ramsey.
Proof. Suppose that _B1 is a 7t
1
2 set. It is well-known (see [11]) that
every 7t
1
2 set of reals is |1 -Suslin. Now use Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 3.1 for
}=|1 and we are done. K
Strong set-theoretical hypotheses imply stronger results. As an example
we state the following theorem from [1]:
Theorem 3.2. Assume that every projective set is determined (see [9] or
[11]). Then for every (infinite-dimensional and separable) Banach space X,
every projective subset of B1 (X) is weakly Ramsey.
That some theoretical hypotheses are necessary is shown by the following
theorem, also from [1].
Theorem 3.3. Assume V=L (see [9]). Then for every Banach space X
there is a 7t
1
2 subset of B1 (X) that is not weakly Ramsey.
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4. APPLICATIONS
In this section we give two applications of Theorem 2.3 in the geometry
of Banach spaces. Both are due to W. T. Gowers [6]. The first is the
famous Gowers’ dichotomy, which has already appeared in [7], but since
no proof of it using the notion of weakly Ramsey set is yet available in
print (see, however, [6], [7], and [16]), we include it here for the reader’s
benefit. The second application is about quasi-minimal spaces and plays a
fundamental role in Gowers’ program for the classification of infinite-
dimensional Banach spaces (see [6] and [16]). The reason for including
it here is, besides for further illustrating the usefulness of the notion of
being weakly Ramsey, for giving an application where, apparently, the full
strength of Theorem 2.3 is required.
Definition 18. Recall that for two normalized block sequences X=
(xn)n and Y=( yn)n , X is equivalent to Y (XtY ) iff there exists an
isomorphism T: X  Y such that for every n, T(xn)= yn or, equivalently, if
for every sequence of scalars (*n)n , n*n xn converges iff n *nyn does.
X and Y are K-equivalent XtK Y iff there exists some isomorphism T such
that for every n, T(xn)= yn and &T& }&T&1&K.
We prove this useful fact about 2-distortions of block sequences:
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that X is a Banach space with basic constant
C (with respect to a fixed Schauder basis), X, Y # B1 , 2=($n)n>0, and
&2&l1=d<. If d(X, Y)2, then X and Y are (1+2Cd)
2-equivalent.
Proof. Suppose that x=n *nxn is a finite sum (this suffices for the
desired estimates). It is easy to prove that the partial sums of n *n yn are
a Cauchy sequence. Then:
":n *nyn"":n *n xn"+:n |*n | &xn& yn&&x&+:n 2Cd &x&$n
=(1+2Cd ) &x&. K
The following is a very useful fact that explains why the block sequences
are important:
Proposition 4.2. Let X be a Banach space with Schauder basis (en)n ,
and 2=($n)>0. Let H be an infinite-dimensional closed subspace of X (not
necessarily with a Schauder basis). Then there is a subspace Z of H which
has a normalized basis (wn)n and a block sequence (xn)n # B1 (X) such that
d((zn)n , (xn)n)2 (so, in particular, (zn)n and (xn)n are equivalent).
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Moreover, if Y has a Schauder basis ( yn)n , then (wn)n can be chosen to be
a block sequence of ( yn)n .
Proof. Choose inductively a sequence (wn)n of vectors of Y and a block
sequence (xn)n # B1 (X) in such a way that for every n, &wn&xn&$n and
wn+1>xn . For the latter, we use the fact that Ker psupp xn Y is an infinite-
dimensional block subspace of Y.
Now, if Y has Schauder basis ( yn)n , pick the sequences (wn)n , (xn)n and
a block sequence (zn)n PY so that for every n, &wn&xn , &wn&zn$n 2,
xn<wn+1 , and zn<Y wn+1 , where for a, b # Y, a<Y b means that the max-
imum of the support of a over Y is less than the minimum of the support
of b over Y. K
Definition 19 [5]. An infinite-dimensional Banach space X is
indecomposable iff it is not the closed direct sum of two infinite-dimensional
subspaces. X is hereditarily indecomposable (HI ) iff every infinite-dimen-
sional subspace of X is indecomposable.
The next proposition is a useful characterization of HI spaces, which can
be proved using standard arguments:
Proposition 4.3. The following are equivalent:
(1) X is HI. Given any two subspaces X and Y and given =>0, there
are x # X and y # Y such that &x& y&<= &x+ y&.
(2) For every X, Y # B1 (X) and every =>0 there are two block vectors
x # X, and y # Y such that &x& y&<= &x+ y&.
Proof. For (2) O (1) use Proposition 4.2 for a suitable sequence 2. K
Definition 20. A sequence (xn)n of vectors of X is an unconditional
basic sequence iff there exists a constant K such that for all *1 , ..., *n # K
and all =k=\1, k=1, ..., n,
" :
n
k=1
*k xk"K " :
n
k=1
=k*k xk".
The smallest such K is called the unconditional basis constant of (xn)n which
is then said to be K-unconditional.
It can be shown that a basis (xn)n is unconditional iff whenever
n=1 *nx i=x, the series converges unconditionally (in any rearrange-
ment) to x. It is easy to show that if (xn)n is an unconditional basic
sequence and ( yn)n t(xn)n , then ( yn)n is also an unconditional basic
sequence and that any block sequence of an unconditional basic sequence
is also unconditional.
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Proposition 4.4. The following are equivalent:
(1) X does not have an unconditional basic sequence.
(2) X does not have a block sequence which is an unconditional basic
sequence.
(3) for every block sequence Y of X and every constant K, there is a
finite sequence (v1 , ..., vn) of nonzero vectors of Y with finite support,
v1< } } } <vn (i.e., max supp vj<minsupp vj+1) and such that
" :
n
j=1
vj">K " :
n
j=1
(&1) j vj" .
(4) For every block sequence Y of X there is a block sequence
(zk)k PY such that for every k1 there are some n1 and *1 , ..., *n # K
such that
" :
n
j=1
*jzj">k " :
n
j=1
(&1) j *jzj" .
Proof. Use the last part of Proposition 4.2 and the comments on
Definition 20 to show that (2) O (1).
Theorem 4.1 (W. T. Gowers). Let X be an infinite-dimensional Banach
space. Then there exists YX such that either it has an unconditional basis
or it is hereditarily indecomposable.
Proof. We may assume that X has a Schauder basis (en)n with basis
constant C. Let 2>0 be such that 1+2Cd<- 2, where d=&2&l1<.
Suppose that X does not have an unconditional basic sequence. By
Proposition 4.4 (4), for every Y # B1 there exists Z=(zn)n # [Y] such that:
(1) for every k, there exist n, *1 , ..., *n # K,
such that &nj=1 *jzj&>k &
n
j=1 (&1)
j *jz j&.
Let _ be the set of block sequences satisfying (1). So, _ is a G$ set in the
N-topology, and large. Let _~ be the set of block sequences satisfying (1)
replacing k by k2 .
Claim 4.1.1. _2 _~ .
Proof of claim. Use Proposition 4.1. K
So, by Theorems 1.2 and 2.3 we can assume that there is Y such that II
has a winning strategy for I _2[Y]. We claim that Y is hereditarily
indecomposable: For let Z1 , Z2 # [Y] and =>0. We can find block vectors
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z1 in Z1 and z2 in Z2 such that &z1&z2 &<= &z1+z2 &: Simply choose k
large enough so that 2k<=. Next play the game I _2[Y], where I plays Z1 ,
then Z2 , then again Z1 , then again Z2 , and so on. Player II then produces
(xj) j # _. But for some n and some coefficients *1 , ..., *n , &nj=1 *jxj &>
k
2 &
n
j=1 (&1)
j * jxj&. So, let
z1= :
n
j=1, odd
*j xj z2= :
n
j=1, even
*jx j ,
and we are done. K
For the second application, let us recall the notion of quasi-minimal
space (see [6]).
Definition 21. Let X and Y be infinite-dimensional subspaces of X.
We say that X and Y are totally incomparable if no infinite-dimensional
subspace of X is isomorphic to a subspace of Y. X is said to be quasi-minimal
if it does not contain a pair of totally incomparable subspaces.
X is said to be minimal if every infinite-dimensional subspace of X has
a subspace isomorphic to X.
We write XC=Y to mean that X embeds isomorphically into Y.
Proposition 4.5. (1) Let X, Y # B1 . Then X and Y are not totally
incomparable iff there is some X # [X] and Y # [Y] such that X tY .
(2) X is quasi-minimal iff for every pair of normalized block subspaces
X, Y there is a normalized block subspace Z of X such that ZC=X, ZC=Y.
(3) X is quasi-minimal iff for every pair X, Y # [X] there exist
X # [X] and Y # [Y] such that X tY .
(4) X is HI iff for every 2>0 and every pair X, Y of normalized block
sequences, there are X # [X] and Y # [Y] such that d(X , Y )2.
(5) Every HI space is quasi-minimal.
Proof. For 1, 2, and 4, use Proposition 4.2. For 5, choose any sequence
2 as in Proposition 4.1 and use 4. K
Theorem 4.2 (W. T. Gowers [6]). Let X be a Banach space. Then
there is some Y # B1 such that either it is a quasi-minimal subspace or any
two disjointly supported Z1 , Z2 # [Y] are not isomorphic (hence Z1 and Z2
are totally incomparable).
Proof. Suppose that for any X there is a pair of disjointly supported
Y, Z which are isomorphic. By Proposition 4.5, we may assume that YtZ.
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In the sequel, and for notational convenience, when we write : # [N]|
we identify it with an infinite increasing sequence of positive integers
:=(:n)n and we assume that :0=0.
Define the following set of block bases:
_=[(xn)n # B1 | there are : # [N]|, ( yn)n , (zn)n # [X] and
m # N such that for every n, yn # [(x2k&1):nk=:n&1+1],
zn # [(x2k):nk=:n&1+1] and ( yn)n tm (zn)n].
Claim 4.2.1. _ is large and analytic.
Proof of claim. First we show that _ is large. Since for any X there is
a pair of disjointly supported equivalent subspaces, fix X and ( yn)n ,
(zn)n # [X] disjointly supported equivalent block sequences. We may
assume (by passing to subsequences) that:
(1) For every n, yn , zn< yn+1 , zn+1 .
(2) For every n, min supp yn<min supp zn .
For this it maybe necessary to exchange the y’s for the z’s. Now define
recursively a sequence of positive integers (kn)n and (wn)n # [X] such
that kn is even and for every n, yn # [(wk)kn&1<k<kn , k odd] and zn #
[(wk)kn&1<k<kn , k even]. It is easy to check that (wn)n # _.
We now show that _ is analytic: The sets
Cm=[(:, ( yn)n , (zn)n , (xn)n) # [N]|_B1 3 | for every n,
yn # [(x2k&1):nk=:n&1+1], zn # [(x2k)
:n
k=:n&1+1
] and ( yn)tm (zn)n]
are closed subsets of [N]|_B1 3, considering [N]| with its natural topol-
ogy. Let p4 : [N]|_B1_B1_B1  B1 be the fourth coordinate projection.
It is easy to prove that _=m p4 (Cm) and is hence analytic. K
Hence, by Theorem 2.3, _ is weakly Ramsey. Choose any sequence 2>0
as in Proposition 4.1, and Y # B1 such that II has a winning strategy S
for the game I _2[Y]. Then Y is quasi-minimal. For suppose that
Z1 , Z2 # [Y], and let Z=S V (Z1 , Z2 , Z1 , Z2 , ...). Fix some Z # _ such
that d(Z, Z )2, some increasing sequence (kn)n , and W # [Z ] as in the
definition of _. Then let W # [Z] be defined as W # [Z ]. WtW because
ZtZ . Then w2n&1 # Z1 and w2n # Z2 . But (w2n)n t(w~ 2n)n t(w~ 2n&1)nt
(w2n&1)n , and we are done. K
We finish this section with a generalization of a result from [6] concern-
ing the cardinality of minimal filters:
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Proposition 4.6 [6]. X is quasi-minimal if and only if there is a collec-
tion F of normalized block sequences of X such that:
(1) C= is a partial order in F.
(2) Every X, Y # F are compatible (i.e., there is a block-subspace
Z # F such that ZC=X, Y ).
(3) For every infinite-dimensional subspace X of X there is Y # F such
that YC=X. K
Definition 22 [6]. We say that a set of block subspaces of X, F, is
a minimal filter if it satisfies properties 13 of Proposition 4.6.
It is easy to see that if X is quasi-minimal then it has a minimal subspace
iff there is some minimal filter F of cardinality 1. Otherwise, we say that
X is strictly quasi-minimal. Note that in this case, if X # F, then there exists
Y # F such that YC&X.
Theorem 4.3 (MA} (P)). Suppose that X is strictly quasi-minimal and
let F be a minimal filter. Then |F|>}.
Proof. Suppose that X is a strictly quasi-minimal space with basis con-
stant C (for a fixed basis) and let F be a minimal filter, |F|}. We are
going to find a block subspace of X, X=(xn)n , satisfying that for every
Y # F, XC=* Y, where this means that there is some n0 such that
X"n0 C=Y, which is impossible. Indeed, consider (x2n+1)n0 , and let Y # F
be such that YC=(x2n+1)n0 . Now let Z # F be such that ZC&Y. Then
take nZ such that (xn)n>nZ C=Z. But now
(xnZ+1 , xnZ+2 , ...., x2nZ)
 (x2n+1)nnZ t
(x1 , x3 , ...., x2(nZ&1)+1)
 (x2n+1)nnZ=(x2n+1)n0 ;
i.e., ZC&YC=(x2n+1)n0 C=(xn)n>nZ C=Z, which implies that Z C&Z, and
this is impossible.
Let 2 be such that &2&l1< and consider P=P(2, X). We construct
X as follows: For every Y # F and k1 we define the following subsets of P:
DZ, k=[(s, A) # P | |s|k and AC=Z].
Each DZ, k is a dense subset of P.
Notice that D=[DZ, k Z # F, k1 has the same cardinality of F. Then
by MA} (P) there is a D-generic filter G. Let X :=XG . For every Y # F
there is nY such that X"nY # "Y"2 . Fix any X =(x~ n)n PY such that
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supp(X"nY) = supp X and d (X"nY , X )  2. Then, by Proposition 4.1,
X"nY tX PY, and hence X"nY C=Y. K
Corollary 4.3.1 (MA(P)). Suppose that X is strictly quasi-minimal
and let F be a minimal filter. Then F has size as the continuum. K
5. COUNTEREXAMPLES
We will show that, under Martin’s axiom, there are non-weakly Ramsey
sets in every Banach space. For the rest of the section, fix X with Schauder
basis (en)n and basis constant C.
For a a finite or infinite block sequence, and $>0, a$ will be the set of
vectors (not necessarily of norm 1) of a with finite support and coefficients
over a bounded in absolute value by $. Notice that every normalized block
vector of a is in a2C .
Lemma 5.1. Let Y # B1 , let x be a block vector, 0<$<1, and let s be
any finite block sequence such that d(s2C , x)=inf[&z&x& | z # s2C]>$.
Then there exists Z=(zn)n # [Y] such that Z>s and d((sZ)2C , x)>$.
Proof. Fix x, s=(x1 , ..., xk), and Y # B1 . Let $0=d(s2C , x)>$ and
==($0&$)2. Choose a finite =-net Fs2C (everything in s2C is within =
of a element of F ). For every y # F, choose an y* of norm 1 with
y*( y&x)=&y&x&. Choose some Z # [Y], Z>s, x with Zy # F
Ker y*. We show that Z satisfies what we want: For suppose that w #
(sZ)2C . Fix y~ # s and z # Z such that w= y~ +z, and let y # F be such that
&y~ & y&<=. Choose y* to norm y&x. So,
&w&x& y*( y~ +z&x)= y*( y~ &x)= y*( y&x)& y*( y& y~ )
$0&=>$. K
We recall Martin’s axiom:
Definition 23. Let P be a partial order. We say that P satisfies the
countable chain condition (ccc) if every antichain of P is countable. Let }
be a cardinal <c. Martin’s axiom} (MA} in short) is the axiom MA} (P),
where P is the class of ccc partial orderings (Definition 14).
MA will denote MA} for every }<c, AC is the axiom of choice, and CH
is the continuum hypothesis.
We are going to show that MA plus AC implies that there exist non-
weakly Ramsey sets. The proof is similar to the construction, using AC, of
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a set _N which is not determined (see [9]). However, since we want to
diagonalize over a number of <c sequences, we will need Martin’s axiom.
Theorem 5.1 (AC+MA). In any Banach space, for every 0<2< 12
there exists _B1 such that for every Y # B1 , neither I has a winning
strategy for the game _c[Y] nor II has a winning strategy for the game
_2
[Y], where _c is the complement of _. As a consequence, there exists a
non-2-weakly Ramsey set.
Proof. Let us call a game rational in X if every player chooses rational
block vectors of X, i.e., vectors with finite support and rational coefficients
over X. The set of strategies for I or II in X for rational games has size the
continuum. A rational strategy is a strategy for a rational game.
Let A be the set of pairs (S, Y ), where S is a rational strategy for I or
a non-trivial rational strategy for II in a rational game played in Y. Using
AC, well-order A=[ a::<c]. We are going to construct (Z(:)):<c ,
Z(:)=(z (:)k )k as follows:
Suppose that we have constructed (Z(;));<: . Suppose a:=(S, Y ) and
consider two cases:
Case 1. S is a strategy for I. We will define a rational sequence Z(:)
which is coherent with S and such that for every ;<:, d(Z(;), Z(:))% 2.
For this we define the following partial order O1=O1 (S, Y ). Elements of
O1 are finite block sequences of Y coherent with S and with rational coef-
ficients. For two elements of O1 , t1 , t2 , we say that t1t2 iff t2 is an initial
segment of t1 . Clearly O1 is countable (and hence satisfies the ccc). Now,
for every ;<: consider the following subsets of O1 :
D (:);, n=[(x1 , ..., xm) # O1 | mn and there exists km such
that &xk&z (;)k &>2$k].
These are dense subsets of O1 : Fix ;<:, n and t # O1 . We can suppose
that l=|t|n. Let W be the space that I defines following S, if II, after
playing t, always chooses 0. By Lemma 5.1, there is W =(wn)n PW such
that d(W , z(;)l+1)>2$l+1 . We can assume that W has rational coefficients
over W and hence over Y. t (w1) is coherent with S and is in D (:);, n .
By MA, let G be a filter meeting all these dense sets. Define
Z(:)=s # G s. Let us call Z
(:) a II-sequence. Then Z(:) is coherent with S
and for every ;<: there exists n such that &z (:)n &z (;)n &>2$n .
Case 2. S is a strategy for II. Our aim is to find an infinite sequence of
block sequences (u (:)n )n coherent with S such that for every n,
S V (u (:)1 , ..., u
(:)
n ){0, and for every ;<:, d(Z
(;), S V (u (:)n )n) 22. To do
this, we introduce a new partial ordering, O2=O2 (S, Y ): Elements of O2
are finite sequences of block sequences t = (u1 , ..., un) coherent with S,
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with rational coefficients over Y, and such that for every 1kn,
S V (u1 , ..., uk){0. The ordering is given by t1t2 iff t2 is an initial segment
of t1 . O2 is countable and hence satisfies the ccc.
Consider the following subsets of O2 :
D (:);, n=[(u1 , ..., um) # O2 | mn and there exists km such that
d(uk , z (;)k )>2$k].
Claim 5.1.1. D (:);, n is a dense subset of O2 .
Proof of claim. Use that S is a nontrivial strategy and Lemma 5.1. K
Let G be a generic filter for all those sets and put (u (:)n )n=p # G p. Let
Z(:)=S V (t (:)n )n . Call Z
(:) a I-sequence. Z(:) satisfies that for every ;<:,
there exists n such that &z (:)n &z
(;)
n &>2$n : For suppose that ;<:. Take
any (u1 , ..., un) # G & D (:);, m and fix kn such that d(uk , z
(;)
k )>2$k . Then
either S V (u1 , ..., uk) # uk , and hence d(z (:)k , z
(;)
k )>2$k .
We have shown that if Z(:) is a I-sequence and Z(;) a II-sequence, then
:{;, and so there exists n such that &z(:)n &z
(;)
n &>2$n .
Define { as the set of II-sequences, and _={22 . We check that _ satisfies
what we want: For suppose that Y # [X]|. There are two cases:
(1) Suppose that S is a strategy for I in Y. We can easily define a
rational strategy R such that for every W$ coherent with R, there is W
coherent with S and d(W$, W)22. Let :<c be such that (R, Y )=a: .
Then Z(:) is a II-sequence coherent with R. Fix W coherent with S such
that d(Z(:), W)22. If II plays W when II follows S, then the result of the
game is W # {22=_. So, S is not a winning strategy for I in the game
_c[Y].
(2) Suppose that S is a strategy for II in Y. In the same way, we can
define a rational strategy for II, R, such that if (t1 , ..., tn) is coherent with
R, then it is also coherent with S, and d(S V (t1 , ..., tn), R V (t1 , ..., tn))
$n 2. Let :<c be such that (R, Y )=a: . Then Z(:) is a I-sequence, Z(:)
=R V (t (:)n )n , and Z
(:)  {22 . If I plays (t (:)n )n when II follows S, then the
result of the game is S V (t (:)n )n , but d(Z
(:), S V (t (:)n )n)22, and so
S V (t (:)n )n)  _2 . Therefore S is not a winning strategy for the game
_2
[Y]. K
We finish by showing that AC+MA implies that in every space
X=(en)n with (en)n unconditional there are sets _ which are large but II
does not even have a winning strategy in the infinite-dimensional game
I _2[Y], 2<1, for any Y.
In the previous construction we use the finite-dimensional game and
not the infinite-dimensional game I . This seems to be necessary in the
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general case, for if we try to construct a large set without any winning
strategy for II in this game I _2[Y], we need to avoid 2
c possible strategies
for II, and these are too many. However, if we assume that the space X has
an unconditional basis, then we can still construct a counterexample using
directly the game I . Since the construction is quite different in this
situation, we give it below.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that X=(en)n is an unconditional basis with
unconditional constant C. Then for every pair of disjointly supported vectors
x and y, d(x, y) max[&x&, &y&]C .
Proof. Suppose that &x&&y&. Let a=supp x. Then Pa(x& y)=x,
where Pa is the natural projection associated to a. And hence &x&=
&Pa(x& y)&C &x& y&, so &x& y&
&x&
C . K
Theorem 5.6 (AC+MA). Suppose that X is a Banach space with an
unconditional basis. Then, for every 0<2< 12C there exists a large _B1
such that for every Y # B1 , II does not have a winning strategy for the game
I _2[Y].
Proof. Using AC, well-ordered B1 =[X: |:<c]. We are going to con-
struct (Y(:)):<c and (Z (:)n )n (Z
(:)
n =(z
(:), n
k )k) such that:
(1) Y: , Z (:)n P X: are infinite block sequences, and for n { m mod 2,
Z(:)n and Z
(:)
m are disjointly supported.
(2) For every strategy S for II in X: , and for every : and ;,
d(Y; , S V (Z (:)n )n) 2.
So, let _=[Y::<c]. Then by (1), _ is large. Fix :<c, and S any
strategy for II in X: . Then by (2), for every ;<:, d(S V ((Z (:)n )n), Y;) 2,
and by (3), for every ;:, d(S V ((Z (:)n )n), Y;) 2. So, S V ((Z
(:)
n )n)  _2 ;
i.e., S is not a winning strategy for II in the game _2[X:].
This is the construction:
Suppose that we have constructed for every ;<:, Y; and (Z (;)n )n .
(i) Construction of (Z (:)n )n : Fix W1 , W2 any partition of X: (i.e., sup-
pose that X:=(xn)n ; then let W1=(x2n)n , W2=(x2n&1)n). We introduce
a new partial ordering, O=O(X:): Elements of O are of the form t=
((u1 , ..., un), k), where:
(a) Each ui is a finite block sequence of Wm , with rational coef-
ficients, where m=1, 2 and m=i mod 2.
(b) k: [u1 , ..., un]  [:]<| is such that for every 1in and for
every ; # k(ui), d((u i)2C , z (;)i )>$i (where [:]
<| is the collection of all finite
sets of ordinals<:).
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The ordering is given by t =(u , k )t=(u, k) iff
(a) |u ||u|
(b) \m<|u|, u m extends um , and k(um)k (u~ m).
Claim 5.2.1. O satisfies the ccc.
Proof of claim. Let T=[t(;) | ;<|1 ], t (;)=(u(;), k;). Since the number
of finite block sequences with rational coefficients is countable, there
exists an integer l and B|1 , |B|=|1 , such that for every ; # B and every
1i, j|u(;)|, u (;)i =u
(;)
j and |u
(;)
i |=l. Put u
(;)=(u; , k;). For ;, ;$ # B,
u(;) and u(;$) are compatible: Define r as follows: r=(u (;), k), where
k(i)=k; (i) _ k;$ (i). Then clearly rt(;), t(;$). K
Consider the following subsets of O:
D(:); =[(u, k) # O there exists n|u| such that ; # k(un)]
Cn=[(u, k) # O| |u|n and for every i|u|, |u i |n].
Claim 5.2.2. Both sets are dense subsets of O.
Proof of claim. Using Lemma 5.1, one can easily show that every D (:);
is dense. We check that every Cn is also dense: For suppose that t is any
element of O. t can be extended to a new t$=(u$, k$) such that |u$|n. Sup-
pose that u=(u1 , ..., uk). Fix any 1ik, and suppose k(ui)=[;1 , ..., ; l].
By definition, we know that d((ui)2C , z (;j)i )>$i for 1 jl. Using Lemma
5.1, we can find Z=(zn)n PWr (r # [1, 2], r=i mod 2, and Z with
rational coefficients), Z>ui , such that d((ui Z)2C , z (;j)i )>$i , for 1 jl.
Then, let u~ i=ui s, where sPZ is any rational sequence such that
|s|n&|ui |. Now repeating the argument we find s1 , ..., sk such that
t~ =(u1 s1 , ..., uk sk , k ) # Cn and t~ t, where k (ui si)=k(ui). K
Let G be a generic filter for all those sets and put Z (:)n = (u, k) # G, |u|n
un . Fix any strategy S for II in X: , and let (wn)n=S V (Z (:)n )n . We show
that that for every ;<:, there exists n such that d(wn , z (;)n )>$n : For sup-
pose that ;<:. Take any t=(u, k) # G & D (:); and fix n|u| such that
; # k(un). Then d(wn , z (;)n )>$n : Find any other t$=(u$, k$) # G, t$t and
such that wn # u$n . Then by definition of O and because u$n (u$n)2C ,
; # k$(u$n) and d(u$n , z (;)n )>$n .
(ii) Definition of Y: : For this we define the following partial order
O1=O1 (X:). Elements of O1 are finite block sequences of X: with rational
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coefficients (over X:=(xn)n). For two elements of O1 , t1 , t2 , we say that
t1t2 iff t2 t1 . Clearly O1 is countable (and hence ccc). Now, for every
;: consider the following subsets of O1 :
D (:);, n=[( y1 , ..., ym) # O1 | mn and there exists k<n
such that d( yk , Z (;)k )>$k].
These are dense subsets of O1 : Fix ;<:, n, and t # O1 . We can assume
that l=|t|n. Suppose that there is some x # X: such that d(x, Y (;)l+1)>
$l+1 . Then t (x) satisfies what we want (clearly, we may assume that the
coefficients of x are rational numbers). Otherwise, for every x # X: there is
some y # Y (;)l+1 such that d(x, y)$l+1 . Now, fix any x>t, z # Z
(;)
l+2 , z>x,
and t (x, z) # D (:);, n (use Proposition 5.1).
By MA, let G be a filter meeting all those sets. Define Y(:)=s # G s. We
check that for every ;: and every strategy S for II in X; ,
d(S V (Z (;)n )n , Y:) 2: Fix any k such that d( yk , Z
(;)
k )>$k . Then the k th
move of II according to S against Z (;)1 , Z
(;)
2 , ..., wk , is in Z
(;)
k "ek&1 , and
we are done. K
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